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Abstract

Morphological and molecular data are currently contradictory over the position of monotremes with respect to marsupial and

placental mammals. As part of a re-evaluation of both forms of data we examine complete mitochondrial genomes in more detail.

There is a particularly large discrepancy in the frequencies of thymine and cytosine (T–C) between mitochondrial genomes that

appears to affect some deep divergences in the mammalian tree. We report that recoding nucleotides to RY-characters, and par-

titioning maximum-likelihood analyses among subsets of data reduces such biases, and improves the fit of models to the data,

respectively. RY-coding also increases the signal on the internal branches relative to external, and thus increases the phylogenetic

signal. In contrast to previous analyses of mitochondrial data, our analyses favor Theria (marsupials plus placentals) over Mar-

supionta (monotremes plus marsupials). However, a short therian stem lineage is inferred, which is at variance with the traditionally

deep placement of monotremes on morphological data.

� 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The relationship of monotremes (platypus and

echidnas) to other mammals has a long history of un-

certainty. The comparison of modern mammals with

their Mesozoic relatives (for example, Hu et al., 1997;

Lou et al., 2002; Marshall, 1979; Rowe, 1988) has pro-

vided much evidence for monotreme affinities lying
outside the therian crown group (metatherians, includ-

ing marsupials and eutherians, including placentals).

Studies of reproduction (e.g., Carrick and Hughes, 1982;

Renfree, 1993) and soft tissue/cytology (Griffiths, 1978;

Selwood, 1994; Tsujii et al., 1992) also provide sub-

stantial support for excluding monotremes from Theria.

Prior to the discovery of near-complete Mesozoic

mammalian fossils during the latter half of the 20th
century, Gregory (1947) provided an alternative inter-

pretation of monotreme relationships. Gregory relied on
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his palimpsest theory, for which monotreme characters

were considered as either adaptive for the current niche

(and largely ignored), or as reflective of phylogenetic

and past adaptive history (and used for studying rela-

tionships). He inferred that monotreme affinities lay

within marsupials, his Marsupionta hypothesis. K€uuhne
(1973) advocated Marsupionta, citing similarities in

tooth replacement between marsupials and platypuses
(ancestrally at least). However, Luckett and Zeller

(1989) showed that K€uuhne (1973) misinterpreted the

dental series, while Parrington (1974) argues that most

of the similarities between marsupials and monotremes

that Gregory cited are, in fact, primitive for Mammalia.

Janke et al. (1996) revived a version of the Marsu-

pionta hypothesis, finding that the platypus grouped

with the Virginia opossum to the exclusion of eutherians
on the basis of analysis of 12 mitochondrial (mt) pro-

tein-coding genes. Addition of another marsupial

(Wallaroo, Janke et al., 1997) and another monotreme

(short-beaked echidna, Janke et al., 2002) still finds

the monotreme/marsupial grouping. Results from

other phylogenetic analyses of complete mt-genomes
reserved.
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employing an array of analytical methods (e.g., Ku-
mazawa et al., 1998; Penny and Hasegawa, 1997; Zar-

doya and Meyer, 1998) are similar, with bootstrap

support often above 95%. However, as noted by Janke

et al. (1996), strong support for Marsupionta is limited

to the protein-coding genes. Phylogenetic analyses of the

mitochondrial (mt) transfer RNA (tRNA) and/or ribo-

somal RNA (rRNA) sequences find reduced support for

Marsupionta (e.g., Waddell et al., 1999; Zardoya and
Meyer, 2001), or even weak support for Theria

(Gemmell and Westerman, 1994). Janke et al. (2002)

found some support for Marsupionta in nuclear-

encoded 18S rRNA genes. However, this largely relied

on a putative insertion shared by therians, but more

than one indel is required because the putative insert

sequences are of different length in the marsupials and

the platypus. The data is explained equally well by an
insertion in stem mammals with a subsequent deletion

along the placental stem lineage.

Most of the nuclear genes for which monotreme se-

quences are available favor Theria over Marsupionta,

although with limited statistical support. These genes

include various globins (e.g., Lee et al., 1999; McKenna,

1987), protamine P1 (Retief et al., 1993), the neurotro-

phins BDNF, NT-3, and NGF (Kullander et al., 1997),
and immunoglobulin c1 (Belov et al., 2002). Gilbert and

Labuda (2000) report a SINE family (Ther-2) to be

present in marsupials and placentals, but not in mono-

tremes. However, this requires further investigation be-

cause Southern analysis only showed substantial

hybridization of the probe to the marsupial genomic

samples and Ther-2 in placentals was only confirmed by

searches through genomic regions that have not been
sequenced in monotremes. Using SINEs reliably re-

quires the flanking regions to be sequenced in order to

show that the insertions are equivalent (see Shimamura

et al., 1997).

Analysis of a-lactalbumin (LA) that involved rooting

with lysozyme (LZ) sequences provided the first robust

support for Theria based on a molecular sequence

(Messer et al., 1998). Nonetheless, the 100% parsimony
bootstrap support that Messer et al. (1998) found for

Theria is anomalous in that the sequences are only a

little over 120 amino acid residues long and average

almost one change per site between monotremes and

the therians (even before taking constant sites into ac-

count). Even placental monophyly, which is strongly

supported with longer sequences was only resolved for

in 63% of bootstrap replicates. The possibility that the
monotreme and therian LAs are paralogous deserves

attention. Nevertheless, a period of adaptive LA evo-

lution in stem therians may be a simpler explanation

for a much stronger than expected phylogenetic signal

for Theria.

Killian et al. (2001) analyzed the �2250 amino acid

residues of the mannose 6-phosphate/insulin-like growth
factor II receptor (MP6/IGF2R) gene for 15 mammals
and a chicken. Theria gained P 97% bootstrap support

in each parsimony (MP), minimum-evolution (ME) and

maximum-likelihood (ML) analysis, and the inter-ordi-

nal relationships within placentals were resolved as in

recent studies of nuclear genes (Madsen et al., 2001;

Murphy et al., 2001a). This is the strongest molecular

evidence for Theria yet. However, Killian et al. (2000)

had earlier shown that in marsupials and placentals (but
not in monotremes and chicken), MP6/IGF2R binds

IGF2 and is imprinted (expression depends on the par-

ent of origin) so there could be differences in functional

constraints on the evolution of the proteins.

The growing number of studies of independent (un-

linked) genes that favor Theria has not been matched for

Marsupionta. Toyosawa et al. (1998) analyzed the en-

amel matrix protein amelogenin (�200 amino acid res-
idues) and did find that monotremes, and the only

marsupial in the study (Didelphis), grouped together

weakly in an uncorrected distance NJ (neighbor-joining)

analysis. Kirsch and Mayer (1998) found some support

for Marsupionta from DNA to DNA hybridization

data, though with a lizard (rather than placentals) as

sister to Marsupionta in the better sampled tree, the

value of these data at deep levels is questionable. The mt
protein-coding sequences remain the only molecular

data that have provided statistically robust support for

Marsupionta.

Phillips et al. (2001) suggest the possibility that

composition bias may be contributing to the mt signal

supporting Marsupionta. Bias resulting from differences

in the relative frequency of the two pyrimidines (T–C

bias,¼ pyrimidine bias) favored a sister-relationship
between the bandicoot, Isoodon, and the opossum,

Didelphis. Both of these mt-genomes have a predomi-

nance of T (as opposed to C) relative to the other

mammals. This bias was most extreme at the 3rd codon

positions (PTN3) and with these included, a bandicoot-

opossum clade is weakly favored (unpublished data)

over the bandicoot associating with the other australi-

delphian taxa (which was favored using the more con-
servative PTN12 and RNA data). The platypus had the

next highest thymine content. It is therefore important

to determine whether nucleotide composition bias might

contribute to the signal for Marsupionta. If there is a

strong bias which does not favor the correct phylogeny,

then most phylogenetic reconstruction methods are not

expected to select the correct tree (see Foster et al., 1997;

Lockhart et al., 1994; Moores and Holmes, 2000). In
this study, phylogenetic signal for monotreme placement

is compared between standard methods, and two

methods that are expected to be robust to pyrimidine

bias. These are, LogDet (paralinear) distances (Lockhart

et al., 1994), and RY-coding, which pools purines (ad-

enine and guanine: R) and pyrimidines (cytosine and

thymine: Y) into 2-state categories (R, Y).
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Whether a poor fit between substitution models and
data contributes to the support for Marsupionta re-

quires further testing. Numerous studies have shown

that poorly-fitting models can result in misleading sup-

port; for example, Sullivan and Swofford (1997) showed

that neglecting rate variation among sites led to the re-

jection of rodent monophyly. Suspicion that support for

Marsupionta may arise from poorly-fitting models is

aroused by the observation that MP analyses (with �no
common mechanism among sites,� Steel and Penny,

2000) provide less support for Marsupionta than ML

and ME analyses (Janke et al., 2002; Zardoya and

Meyer, 1998). On the other hand, ML and corrected-

distance approaches are typically more robust to heter-

ogeneity in substitution processes across sites and across

the tree than is parsimony (Lockhart et al., 1996; Sulli-

van and Swofford, 2001). Models approximate concat-
enated data poorly when substitution processes differ

between partitions (Yang, 1996). Evolutionary processes

have been shown to differ substantially between verte-

brate mt-genomes, such as between protein-coding co-

don positions (Janke et al., 1996; Schmitz et al., 2002),

and between RNA loops and stems (Springer and

Douzery, 1996). The influence of this source of phylo-

genetic inaccuracy has yet to be examined for mono-
treme affinities with mitochondrial data. However,

DeBry (1999) and Cao et al. (2000a) have shown that

partitioning likelihood analyses (between codon posi-

tions or genes) substantially increased the fit between

ML models and mammalian mt protein-coding data.
Table 1

Taxon variance ratios (calculated in RASA) and base frequency differences

dataset

GenBank

Accession Nos.

Dogfish (Mustelus manzano) AB015962

Trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) L29771

Mole Skink (Eumeces egregius) AB016606

Iguana (Iguana iguana) AJ278511

Green Turtle (Chelonia mydas) AB012104

Greater Rhea (Rhea americana) AF090339

Platypus (Ornithorhyncus anatinus) X83427

Echidna (Tachyglossus aculeatus) AJ303116

Wallaroo (Macropus robustus) Y10524

Brushtail Possum (Trichosurus vulpecula) AF357238

Bandicoot (Isoodon macrourus) AF358864

Opossum (Didelphis virginiana) Z29573

Hippopotamus (Hippopotamus amphibius) AJ010957

Fin Whale (Balaenoptera physalus) X61145

Horseshoe Bat (Rhinolophus monoceros) AF406806

Flying Fox (Pteropus scapulatus) AF321050

Elephant (Loxodonta africana) AJ224821

Aardvark (Orycteropus afer) Y18475

Mean for mammals

SD for mammals
Here we study both the effect of RY-coding on re-
ducing bias from differences in nucleotide composition,

and the effect of partitioning genes into similarly

evolving subsets. We have recently analyzed a large set

of mammalian mitochondrial genomes (Lin et al., 2002)

but in the present study we only require a smaller subset

of taxa relevant to the deeper mammalian divergences.

We find that both protein-coding and RNA-coding data

favor a Theria clade; but the relationship between
monotremes and therians is closer than accepted by

traditional interpretations of morphological evolution.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data

Twelve mammalian ingroup taxa and six outgroup

vertebrates (Table 1) were selected to maximize the po-

tential for tracking transformations across the mam-

malian root, and for providing low taxon variance ratios

(determined within RASA 3.0.2 Turbo, Lyons-Weiler,

2000). The exclusion of sequences (such as amphibians,

crocodilians and rodents among available mt-genomes)

that greatly inflate the taxon variance ratios (Phillips,
2002) ensures that the monotreme relationship found

cannot in part be related to the inclusion of such ‘‘long-

branch taxa.’’ Conservative taxa give greater certainty

of alignment, allow more data to be included for phy-

logenetic analysis, and are expected to retain more
(T–C), (A–G), and (Y–R) for the 10,268 nucleotide PTN12+RNArt

Taxon variance

ratios

Differences (T–C), (A–G), and (Y–R)

T–C A–G Y–R

2.39175 576 802 1020

2.49268 26 366 960

2.05102 104 814 900

2.15168 )108 1062 944

2.02396 215 1211 974

2.90120 )42 766 1140

1.50787 668 1076 1020

1.50978 610 1066 1004

1.69779 509 1119 990

1.67074 493 1221 962

1.63988 815 1173 978

1.59061 824 1298 916

1.65229 296 1090 932

1.60505 461 1075 994

1.63715 388 1006 992

1.68232 444 1064 900

1.48384 479 1179 930

1.59787 592 1158 1032

548.3 1127.1 970.8

160.8 81.4 42.6
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phylogenetic signal. Recent molecular phylogenetic
studies (e.g., Cao et al., 2000b; Janke et al., 2001;

Murphy et al., 2001b; Phillips et al., 2001; Waddell et al.,

2001) indicate that the only uncertainty among the re-

lationships of the 18 selected taxa is the placement of

the mammalian root. Hence, our analysis reduces to a

comparison between the three hypotheses for the

mammalian root, which are referred to by the alterna-

tive mammalian sub-class sister groupings they support:
1, Theria; 2, Marsupionta; and 3, Monotremata–

Eutheria.

Sequences were aligned manually within Se-Al v1.0a1

(Rambaut, 1996). Ribosomal RNA (12S and 16S)

structure was based on the models of Gutell et al. (1993)

and Springer and Douzery (1996). Secondary structures

were designed for each tRNA. With gaps and ambigu-

ous sites removed, the concatenated data set contained
13,856 nucleotide sites, 10,764 for the 13 protein-coding

genes and 3092 for RNA-coding genes. NADH6 and

eight of the 22 tRNA genes are coded on the mt

L-strand, which has a different nucleotide composition

from the H-strand. Using the H-strand for all sites

avoids these differences. However, this disrupts the re-

lationship between the DNA code and selection pres-

sures and it is unclear whether this should be maintained
in preference to the strand-specific coding relationship,

or, whether to exclude the L-strand genes altogether.

However, including or excluding L-strand genes alters

bootstrap support for ME distance and ML analyses

by less than 2% for rooting Mammalia. The L-strand

genes have therefore been included, and coded as

complements.

The protein-coding DNA sequences are called
PTN123, PTN12, PTN1, PTN2, or PTN3, depending on

codon positions included. The concatenation of the

ribosomal and transfer RNA data is referred to as

RNArt. Standard coding of the four DNA nucleotides

(A, C, G, and T) is NT-coding; RY-coding reduces them

to 2-state categories. The amino acid translation of the

protein-coding genes is PTNaa. An alternative treat-

ment (PTNfg) has leucine, isoleucine and valine lumped
as one functional group. This follows suggestions that

variation in these mid-sized, neutral and hydrophobic

amino acids accounts for much of the composition bias

among the mt-encoded proteins of vertebrates (Naylor

and Brown, 1998), and mammals particularly (DeBry,

1999).

Concatenating protein and RNA-coding sequences

allows only one substitution model for characters that
are not evolving under a homogenous evolutionary

process. Partitioning into more-homogeneous subsets is

offset by parameters being estimated from smaller data

subsets, so reducing the signal-to-variance ratio. This

appears to occur (mildly) for nodes that are well sup-

ported regardless of partitioning or concatenation (Cao

et al., 2000a; Krajewski et al., 1999; but see Krajewski
et al., 2000). In order to balance homogeneity of pro-
cesses with the loss of precision, the 12S/16S rRNA

and tRNA data was divided into just two partitions—

RNA stems and RNA loops. For the protein-coding

sites, Previous studies have emphasized differences be-

tween the codon positions and/or between the genes

themselves (e.g. Amrine and Springer, 1999; Yang,

1996). However, DeBry (1999) showed that certain

partitioning schemes based on amino acid categories
improved likelihood more efficiently (with fewer pa-

rameters) than gene-based partitions. Consequently,

genes were only partitioned where their properties

differed markedly. The five protein-coding gene parti-

tions are based on the proportion of constant sites in

the RY data, and the average frequency of purine

bases. The five protein-coding partitions were further

partitioned into 1st and 2nd codon sites for the ML
analysis.

2.2. Composition heterogeneity

If the ingroup is essentially homogeneous for nu-

cleotide and amino acid composition, then alternative

positions of the mammalian root will be affected ap-

proximately equally by any heterogeneity in the out-
group. As such, we focus on composition homogeneity

in the mammalian ingroup because the position of the

mammalian root is our main concern. PAUP* 4.0b8

(Swofford, 1998) was used for v2 tests of composition

homogeneity with nucleotide data, and Microsoft Excel

for amino acid data. However, such tests are difficult to

compare between data treatments because their statis-

tical power depends on both the number of sites and
character states. Amino acid coding provides one third

as many sites as nucleotides but has 19, rather than 3,

degrees of freedom. Even if composition homogeneity

is rejected, this gives little indication of the potential

for any bias to actually influence phylogeny recon-

struction.

In order to compare the relative potential for heter-

ogeneity to bias phylogeny reconstruction between data
treatments, we use a simple statistic, treeness divided by

relative composition variability (treeness/RCV). Tree-

ness (or stemminess, Lanyon, 1988) is the proportion of

tree distance on internal branches. If we consider sub-

stitutions attributed to branches that support taxonomic

groupings (i.e., internal branches) as phylogenetic signal

and consider other substitutions as noise, then the

treeness value is one way of defining a signal-to-noise
ratio. Thus, where data treatments are compared for the

same tree (taxa and relationships), higher treeness indi-

cates a higher signal-to-noise ratio (see Lanyon, 1988).

The unrooted trees in Fig. 1 give the differences in

treeness between the NT-coded PTN3, NT-coded

PTN12+RNArt, and RY-coded PTN12+RNArt da-

tasets. The values are determined on the same tree and



Fig. 1. Minimum-evolution (uncorrected distance) trees illustrating the

increase in treeness (the proportion of changes on internal branches) in

going from NT-coded 3rd codon positions (a) to the 1st and 2nd codon

positions plus RNA data, both NT-coded (b), and RY-coded (c.).
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are thus comparable. Relative composition variability

(RCV) is the average variability in composition between

taxa; for nucleotides this is:
Table 2

Composition variability and treeness of variable sites for NT and RY coding

and the 12 mammalian ingroup taxa

Sites Data v2 (p)

All taxa

PTN1 NT <0.0001

RY 0.0123

PTN2 NT <0.0001

RY 0.2315

PTN3 NT <0.0001

RY <0.0001

RNA stems NT <0.0001

RY >0.9999

RNA loops NT <0.0001

RY 0.9797

Amino acids aa <0.0001

fg <0.0002

Relative composition variability (RCV) and treeness values are shown for
RCV ¼
Xn

i¼1

ðjAi �A�j þ jTi � T�j þ jCi � C�j

þ jGi �G�jÞ=n 	 t;

where Ai, Ti, Ci, and Gi are the numbers of each nu-

cleotide for the ith taxon. A�, T�, C�, and G� are aver-

ages across the n taxa, and t is the number of sites.

Constant sites were excluded for all v2 and RCV cal-

culations.
In summary, for data (or data treatments) that are

compared for the same tree, lower RCV and higher

treeness values, respectively, indicate a lower magnitude

of composition bias and a lower potential for bias

(composition or other non-phylogenetic signals) to in-

fluence phylogeny reconstruction. Hence phylogeny es-

timates from the data treatments (such as coding

methods) and partitions that have the highest treeness/
RCV values are expected to be the least susceptible to

composition bias. Exclusion of PTN3 (because of satu-

ration and/or composition bias) has been preferred in

many phylogenetic analyses. Here we exclude the PTN3

data for NT and RY-coded treatments because of its

high relative composition variability (RCV, Table 2),

and low signal-to-noise ratio (inferred from low tree-

ness, Fig. 1).
2.3. Phylogenetic analysis

ML analysis of PTNaa was carried out using ProtML

within MOLPHY 2.3 (Adachi and Hasegawa, 1996).

Other phylogenetic analyses were performed within

PAUP* 4.0b8 (Swofford, 1998). TN93 (Tamura and

Nei, 1993) and F81 (Felsenstein, 1981) distance correc-
tions were used for ME analyses of the NT and RY-

coded data, respectively. These were compared with

LogDet (Lockhart et al., 1994) ME analyses, which

unlike the former corrections, are intended to be robust

to composition heterogeneity among taxa. For ML
, and for PTNaa and PTNfg. v2 p values are shown for the full dataset

RCV Treeness

Ingroup (Ingroup) (Ingroup)

<0.0001 0.0734 0.1765

0.2583 0.0269 0.3330

0.961 0.0342 0.2558

0.579 0.0392 0.3535

<0.0001 0.1430 0.0529

<0.0001 0.0528 0.1257

0.0738 0.0602 0.3169

0.9906 0.0302 0.4259

0.1684 0.0667 0.1870

0.7017 0.0449 0.3116

0.3963 0.0819 0.2218

>0.9999 0.0612 0.2425

the ingroup. v2 (p) > 0:05, RCV <0.05 and treeness >0.25 are in bold.
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analyses, the TN93 (Tamura and Nei, 1993) and CF87
(Cavender and Felsenstein, 1987) models were used with

NT and RY-coded data, respectively. Both models in-

corporate a single transversion category. The Kishino

and Hasegawa (1989) test was used to examine the three

a priori hypotheses (Theria, Marsupionta, and Mono-

tremata–Eutheria). Two-tailed probabilities of tree re-

jection are given. For partitioned analyses, � ln L site

values from each partition were transferred to a Mi-
crosoft Excel file for the Kishino–Hasegawa test. To

further examine composition bias, ME trees based on

pairwise base frequency differences between taxa were

constructed. Base frequency difference data are shown

in Table 1. A–G distance (representing purine bias)

between the iguana and the rhea is jðA–GÞRhea �
ðA–GÞIguanaj, where A–G is the difference between the

number of adenine (A) sites and guanine (G) sites for the
taxon.
3. Results

3.1. Data examination

The first point is that standard ML analysis of the mt
data (both as amino acid and nucleotide sequences)

gives the standard result of Marsupionta (Fig. 2). The

next step is to analyze the data for compositional

heterogeneity, assess its affects on inferring trees, and

examine effects of reducing the data to two character-

states (RY-coding). Table 1 shows differences in

frequencies between pairs of nucleotides (T–C, A–G,

and Y–R). The 12 mammals are less variable than the 6
outgroup taxa. Even though our selection of taxa
Fig. 2. ML (F81) tree and bootstrap support for the NT-coded

PTN12+RNArt data (above) and RELL-bootstrap support for ML

analysis (mt-REV24F) of the amino acid (PTNaa) sequence (below).

Values are not shown for nodes that received >99% support in both

analyses. Marsupionta is favored. Arrows indicate alternative mono-

treme placements, giving (A) Theria, and (B) Monotremata–Eutheria.
reduces heterogeneity, the differences are still significant.
v2 Tests (Table 2) indicate that with NT-coding the

heterogeneity among the dataset as a whole is highly

significant ðp < 0:0002Þ for all nucleotide datasets.

Similarly, amino acid composition heterogeneity is also

highly significant ðp < 0:0002Þ, irrespective of whether

or not Leu, Ile, and Val are combined. With RY-coding

heterogeneity is much reduced, and homogeneity cannot

be rejected even at p < 0:20 for RNA stems, RNA loops,
and PTN2.

Heterogeneity within the ingroup (mammals) is

lower, though significant at p < 0:0001 for PTN3 (with

both NT and RY-coding) and for NT-coded PTN1. It is

likely that composition heterogeneity among mammals

for NT-coded PTN1 has been masked in previous

analyses by the inclusion of constant sites and closely

related taxa (such as numerous apes). For the ingroup,
homogeneity is not rejected (at p < 0:05, Table 2) for the
amino acid datasets (PTNaa and PTNfg) and the PTN2

and RNA datasets (for both NT and RY-coding), nor

for PTN1 with RY-coding. However, considerable var-

iation in the magnitude of heterogeneity among the in-

group exists between the NT, RY, and amino acid

treatments. The ingroup RCV values for the amino ac-

ids (PTNaa and PTNfg) are higher than for any of the
RY-coded data—including PTN3. Values for PTNaa

and PTNfg are also higher than for NT-coded PTN2,

while the value for PTNaa was higher even than for NT-

coded PTN1. Hence any advantage of using the amino

acid translation rather than the nucleotides (minus

PTN3) is not apparent in terms of the magnitude of

compositional variability. However for PTN1 and

PTN3, RCV values for RY-coding are approximately
2.7 times less than for NT-coding. The situation is

similar, though less extreme, for the RNA stems, and

loops.

For NT-coding, most variability comes from differ-

ences in frequencies of the pyrimidines. For the 10,268

sites in the PTN12+RNArt dataset, the standard devi-

ation among the mammals is 160.8 for T–C. It is 81.4 for

A–G and 42.6 for Y–R. Across these ingroup taxa,
correlation (r2-values) between PTN12+RNArt and

PTN3 is 0.8815 for T–C, 0. 6376 for A–G, and 0.5629

for Y–R. The treeness values in Table 2 show for PTN1,

PTN2, PTN3, RNA stems, and RNA loops that RY-

coded values are 1.34–2.38 times higher than the NT-

coded equivalents. Furthermore, with the exception of

PTN3, the RY-coded data has higher treeness than ei-

ther treatment of the amino acid translation (PTNaa
and PTNfg). For PTN12+RNArt, RY-coding (Fig. 1c)

provides 1.57 times higher treeness than NT-coding

(Fig. 1b). These results are important in that lower RCV

and higher treeness, respectively, indicate a lower mag-

nitude of compositional non-stationarity and a lower

potential for non-phylogenetic signals to influence phy-

logeny reconstruction. On this basis, results in Fig. 3



Fig. 3. Treeness/relative composition variability (RCV) for nucleotide

codon positions (PTN1, PTN2, and PTN3), RNA stems and loops,

and the translated amino acid sequence (AA). Nucleotide sequences

are treated as standard NT (grey bars) and RY-coded (black bars). The

protein sequence is treated as standard amino acids (horizontal lines)

and with Leu, Ile, and Val lumped as a functional group (vertical

lines).

Fig. 4. Grouping of protein-coding (PTN12) and RNA-coding genes,

based on the purine frequencies and observed proportion of constant

sites with RY-coding. Groupings are: RNA loops ðjÞ; RNA stems

ðrÞ; COI ðsÞ; NADH6 ðNÞ; low constant sites, low purine protein-

coding genes (ATPase8, NADH2, NADH4L, and 
); moderate con-

stant sites, low-moderate purine protein-coding genes (ATPase6,

NADH1, NADH3, NADH4, NADH5, d); high constant sites, mod-

erate purine protein-coding genes (COII, COIII, Cytb, and +). The

purine base frequency for the L-strand protein, NADH6, is from its

complement.
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show the relative potential for compositional bias with

the different data codings, and between partitions.

Prominent is the improvement in treeness/RCV values

that RY-coding provides over NT-coding (except for

PTN2, where the improvement is only slight). Further-

more, values for PTNaa and PTNfg are low compared

with the RY-coded PTN1 and PTN2 datasets.

Frequency differences were determined for A–G
(purine bias), T–C (pyrimidine bias) and Y–R (bias be-

tween purines and pyrimidines). The pyrimidine bias is

the largest affecting the mammalian root on this data

(see Table 1). The averages for T–C among the mono-

tremes and the marsupials are much higher (639.0 and

660.3) than among the placentals and outgroup taxa

(443.3 and 128.5, respectively).

A way of assessing how strong the biases are in
practice comes from constructing ME trees from pair-

wise distances derived from differences in base frequen-

cies (see Lockhart et al., 1994). To make these results

relevant to the ML analyses the constraint trees (Mar-

supionta, Theria, and Monotremata–Eutheria) were

evaluated (Table 3). The T–C distance tree favors

Marsupionta, the alternatives require 84.3 and 65.9

more changes. In contrast, Theria is favored in the A–G
distance ME analysis, though only by 13.7 and 4.7 A–G

changes. The bias for the Y–R distance data is smaller
Table 3

Minimum-evolution scores for the three positions of the mammal root, from

Distance Theria Marsu

T–C +84.3 (+67.0) 2485.2

A–G 1923.0 (1452.2) +13.7

Y–R +2.5 (532.0) +1.5

Sequence data is not used directly, only differences in nucleotide compos

alternative hypotheses. Values with negative branch lengths not allowed are
still, with Monotremata–Eutheria favored, but with

Theria and Marsupionta requiring only 2.5 and 1.5

further changes. These results were from trees that al-

lowed negative branch-lengths, if negative distances are

not permitted the results are essentially the same.

However, the small difference is erased between the three

hypotheses in the Y–R distance analysis.

Janke et al. (1996) noticed in the platypus mt-genome
that the proposed secondary structure for its tRNA

serine (UCN) was similar to that of non-therians. With

the increase in the number of mt-genomes available, the

conserved nature of the deletion in therians stands out.

All available amniote mt-genomes reveal two base pairs

between the acceptor-arm and D-arm of tRNA-serine

for all non-therians, but these are missing in marsupials

and eutherians. The lengths of both the acceptor and D-
arm stems are conserved among the taxa in this study,

and the purine/pyrimidine nature of each of these stem

pairs is also maintained (except for the first D-arm pair).

The conservation of the acceptor and D-arm stems

throughout amniotes is complemented by the conser-

vation (among non-therians) of the two bases that join

the stems. These two nucleotides are both likely to have

been adenine in the last common ancestor of mammals
pairwise distances between taxa for base frequency differences

pionta Monotreme–Eutheria

(1771.6) +65.9 (+62.0)

(+3.3) +4.7 (+3.3)

(532.0) 682.8 (532.0)

ition. The best score is shown in bold, with differences shown for the

in brackets.
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and reptiles. This A–A combination occurs in all non-
therian amniotes included in this study.

3.2. Maximum-likelihood analysis

The next step uses ML to examine the effects: NT vs.

RY-coding; allowing rate heterogeneity (�PAUP* esti-

mates for I and C8); and concatenated vs. partitioned
Fig. 5. Kishino–Hasegawa test p values for Theria (black), Marsupi-

onta (grey), and Monotremata–Eutheria (open bars) with the ML tree

allotted a p value of 1.0, under RY-coding (above) and NT-coding

(below). The data is PTN12+RNArt and is either concatenated

(concat) or partitioned (partn) into RNA stems; RNA loops; and first

and second codon positions for five groups of protein-coding genes.

Inclusion of PAUP� estimates of invariable sites and an 8 category

gamma distribution is denoted ðI þ C8Þ.

Table 4

Log-likelihood scores ð� ln LÞ for the three hypotheses with the PTN12+RNA

sites and an 8-category gamma rate distribution ðI þ C8Þ
Treatment Hypothesis NT-coding (TN93 mode

� ln L t

Concatenated Theria 87741.29 0.7630

Marsupionta 87722.80 ML

Mon+Euth 87767.18 2.0170

Concatenated ðI þ C8Þ Theria 81090.26 0.8029

Marsupionta 81081.24 ML

Mon+Euth 81099.51 1.8819

Partitioned Theria 84002.95 ML

Marsupionta 84004.12 0.0525

Mon+Euth 84022.80 0.9490

Partitioned ðI þ C8Þ Theria 78547.16 ML

Marsupionta 78548.30 0.0949

Mon+Euth 78556.63 0.8660

The number of standard deviations (t) from the most likely tree (denoted

Variance estimates and significance values were determined by the Kishino a
analyses, on support for the three positions for mono-
tremes. The results for the combined protein-coding and

RNA-coding data are illustrated in Fig. 5 and Table 4.

Of the three monotreme placements, only one is con-

sistently more likely among pairwise comparisons—

Theria is more likely than Monotremata–Eutheria in

each of the eight treatments (a–h). As shown in Fig. 5,

the incorporation of I þ C8 has little impact on the

probability of accepting Theria, Marsupionta, or
Monotremata–Eutheria. The two factors that have a

substantial effect on the Kishino–Hasegawa test p values

are coding and partitioning (Fig. 5). The probability of

accepting Theria (relative to Marsupionta) is greater

with the RY-coding models (a–d) than with the corre-

sponding NT-coding models (e–h). Similarly, partition-

ing the analyses (c,d,g,h) increases the probability of

accepting Theria (relative to Marsupionta). Considered
together, RY-coding and partitioning the analyses

(among RNA stems, loops, and PTN1, and PTN2 for

the 5 protein groupings) results in a substantial turn-

around in support for the position of the mammalian

root. The concatenated NT-coding models favor Mar-

supionta; Theria being rejected by approximately 0.8

standard deviations. In contrast, the partitioned RY-

coding models favor Theria (with Marsupionta being
rejected by approximately 1.1 standard deviations).

The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC, �2 ln Lþ
2
 # free parameters) is used to evaluate improvement

in adding parameters to the ML models. TN93þ I þ
C8ðconÞ has 40 free parameters: 33 branch-lengths, three

base frequencies, two ti/tv rates and two rate parameters

(I and a). For TN93 þ I þ C8ðpartÞ this is multiplied by

the number of partitions ð12
 40 ¼ 480Þ. ML models
are compared this way (see Adachi et al., 2000; Cao

et al., 2000a) because of concerns that the v2 distribution
is a poor approximation for likelihood ratio tests (see
rt data concatenated and partitioned, and with and without invariable

ls a–d) RY-coding (CF87 models e–h)

p � lnL t p

0.4455 36108.02 ML ML

ML 36108.54 0.0344 0.9726

0.0437 36108.93 0.0603 0.9519

0.4221 33052.15 0.0866 0.9310

ML 33051.94 ML ML

0.0599 33052.69 0.3764 0.7066

ML 34062.08 ML ML

0.9582 34078.51 1.1063 0.2686

0.3426 34068.86 0.4123 0.6801

ML 31809.89 ML ML

0.9244 31816.34 1.1082 0.2678

0.3865 31814.52 0.7329 0.4636

ML), and the two-tailed significance (p) of this difference are shown.

nd Hasegawa (1989) test.



Table 5

Pairwise comparisons of Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) values for the ML substitution models (a–h) that were used for the 18-taxon

PTN12+RNArt dataset (for the Theria tree)

Free parameters AIC value Free parameters AIC value

Model 1 vs. Model 2

a. TN93-con 38 175558.6 b. TN93þ I þ C8-con 40 162260.5

a. TN93-con 38 175558.6 c. TN93-par 456 168917.9

a. TN93-con 38 175558.6 d. TN93þ I þ C8-par 480 158054.3

b. TN93þ I þ C8-con 40 162260.5 c. TN93-par 456 168917.9

b. TN93þ I þ C8-con 40 162260.5 d. TN93þ I þ C8-par 480 158054.3

c. TN93-par 456 168917.9 d. TN93þ I þ C8-par 480 158054.3

e. CF87-con 34 72284.0 f. CF87þ I þ C8-con 36 66176.3

e. CF87-con 34 72284.0 g. CF87-par 408 68940.2

e. CF87-con 34 72284.0 h. CF87þ I þ C8-par 432 64483.8

f. CF87þ I þ C8-con 36 66176.3 g. CF87-par 408 68940.2

f. CF87þ I þ C8-con 36 66176.3 h. CF87þ I þ C8-par 432 64483.8

g. CF87-par 408 68940.2 h. CF87þ I þ C8-par 432 64483.8

The model that better approximates the evolutionary process (according the AIC) for each pairwise (across the table) model-comparison has

the lower value, which is bolded. TN93 models were used for NT-coded data, and CF87 models were used for RY-coded data. Models that vary

across the 12 partitions are denoted par (¼ partitioned), while the single models are denoted con (¼ concatenated). The AIC value is

�2 lnLþ 2
 ð# free parametersÞ.
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Whelan and Goldman, 1999). The conclusion from the

AIC scores is that the gain from adding parameters by
partitioning is more than offset by the improved likeli-

hood values (Table 5).

3.3. Corrected distance analyses

Fig. 6 shows the results of ME analyses with corrected

distance models for which compositional stationarity is

either assumed (symmetrical models, F81 and TN93) or
not assumed (LogDet). Beginning with PTN12+RNArt

(Fig. 6a), support for Marsupionta decreases as the

proportion of RY-coded sites assumed to be invariable

increases, while support for Theria increases (�20% with

all sites included, up to �75% with all constant sites

excluded). In contrast, support for Marsupionta remains

above 95% in each treatment of the NT-coded data. By

comparison with their respective symmetrical distance
corrections, LogDet correction makes little difference to

the pattern of support for the mammalian root in Fig.

6a. Nevertheless, as constant sites are excluded from the

NT-coded data, more support (still below 5%) for Theria

emerges under LogDet than with the Tamura–Nei

correction. Separating the protein and RNA data

(Fig. 6b) and comparing these with the equivalent

PTN12+RNArt treatment (RY-coded, F81) indicates
that the overall signal is dominated by PTN12.
4. Discussion

4.1. Mitochondrial protein and RNA-coding data are

consistent with the Theria hypothesis

This study has explored two non-phylogenetic ex-

planations for analyses of mt-genome data supporting
Marsupionta; nucleotide composition bias, and

non-homogenous processes between data partitions.
The position of murid rodents and hedgehog (and its

relative, moonrat) are controversial (see Lin et al., 2002)

but are not included in this study and so cannot have

affected the position of the root with respect to mono-

tremes. In fact, alternative taxon sampling from reptiles

and placentals also does not effect the outcomes (Phil-

lips, 2002). Rather, it is in RY-coding and model par-

titioning for data that this study differs from earlier ones
of the position of monotremes. As expected, ML anal-

ysis of the concatenated NT-coded PTN12+RNArt

dataset supports Marsupionta. Either RY-coding or

allowing the substitution model to vary between the 12

partitions, erodes this support such that effectively

Marsupionta and Theria become equally likely. Com-

bining both partitioning and RY-coding results in

Theria emerging as the favored hypothesis. However,
Marsupionta and Monotremata–Eutheria cannot be

rejected at p < 0:20 even for the best-fitting (according

to AIC) of the models ðCF87þ I þ C8Þ. Nonetheless,

the net change from RY-coding and partitioning on

relative support for the mammal rooting hypotheses is

substantial. As shown in Table 4, Marsupionta is ap-

proximately 0.8 standard deviations ahead of Theria for

the standard analyses, while Theria is approximately 1.1
standard deviations ahead of Marsupionta with

PTN12+RNArt being RY-coded and partitioned.

The most important result of the current study is that

the mt-genome data favors Theria under the most con-

servative treatment (RY-coding), and best fitting model

(partitioning with or without rate heterogeneity). Fur-

ther, RY-coded and partitioned ML(F81) favors Theria

over Marsupionta for both the protein and RNA data
(by 11.4 and 5:0 ln LU, respectively), as do the ME

analyses (Fig. 6b). The minimum that can be concluded



Fig. 6. Minmum-evolution bootstrap support for Theria (black), Marsupionta (grey), and Monotremata–Eutheria (open bars), under proportional

removal of constant sites, for symmetrical (F81 and TN93) and LogDet distance models. In (a) RY-coding (above) and NT-coding (below) are

compared for the PTN12+RNArt data. In (b) the protein and RNA data are treated separately, and are RY-coded.
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from this is that, contrary to earlier results (e.g., Janke

et al., 1996, 2002), whole mt-genome sequence data are

not inconsistent with the data from nuclear genes (e.g.,
a-lactalbumin: Messer et al., 1998; MP6/IGF2R: Killian

et al., 2001). Moreover, the mt data do not conflict with

the multitude of data that has traditionally defined

Theria, such as from the pectoral girdle (Sereno and

McKenna, 1995), the basicranium (Rougier et al., 1996),

and numerous aspects of reproduction (see Carrick and

Hughes, 1982; Renfree, 1993).

Consistency with other data is not the criterion by
which the alternative treatments of the mt data are as-

sessed. It must reasonably be expected that RY-coding

and partitioning the likelihood analysis provides a better

estimate of the mammalian root than does the NT-

coded, concatenated data. At least two departures from

the assumptions of standard substitution models appear

to have resulted in biases that have led to Marsupionta

being favored in previous analyses; pyrimidine (T–C)
bias, and substitution regime heterogeneity between

process partitions.

4.2. Composition heterogeneity

The current study supports the expectation of Phillips

et al. (2001) that RY-coding will be more robust to

compositional biases than NT-coding. NT-coding pro-
vides more chance for compositional heterogeneity to

provide a misleading signal, the compositional vari-

ability (RCV) results (Table 2) illustrate this. Secondly,
the proportion of (true) phylogenetic signal for deep-

level relationships that is overwritten is substantially

higher for the NT-coded data than for the RY-coded

data. This is inferred from the treeness values (Table 2).

Given high composition variability and low phylo-

genetic signal retention, any method of phylogenetic

inference that assumes compositional stationarity can be

unreliable (Waddell, 1995). Hence, the treeness/RCV
ratio is an indication of the potential for non-stationa-

rity to mislead phylogenetic inference. Fig. 3 indicates

that non-stationarity is a severe problem for NT-coded

PTN3. This provides further empirical support for the

common practice (e.g., Amrine and Springer, 1999;

Phillips et al., 2001) of excluding PTN3 (or at least

PTN3 transitions) on grounds of compositional

non-stationarity or substitution saturation. RY-coding
provides an approximately 2.4-fold advantage over

NT-coding in terms of the treeness/RCV ratio for

PTN12+RNArt. This advantage is almost 6.5-fold for

PTN1, which Janke et al. (1996) stated that most of the

information supporting Marsupionta was derived.

The key finding from composition variability for the

NT-coded PTN12+RNArt data is that non-stationarity

favors Marsupionta and is dominated by a pyrimidine
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bias (the difference between T and C frequencies). This is
shown by ME trees (Table 3) that are derived from

pairwise distances between taxa for pyrimidine bias

(T–C distances). The difference between support for

Marsupionta and Theria in terms of overall distance

(number of changes), is more than four-fold greater for

the T–C distance trees than for ME trees based on ab-

solute distances between the NT-coded PTN12+RNArt

data (which also favors Marsupionta). This indicates the
relative strength of the frequency bias among the pyr-

imidines. By comparison, the biases in purines (A–G)

and between purines and pyrimidines (Y–R) are smaller

in terms of contribution to the overall composition

variability and apparent influence on monotreme

placement. Indeed Table 3 shows that if negative

branch-lengths are not allowed, and as expected if there

is no bias, the Y–R distances equally favor Theria,
Marsupionta, and Monotremata–Eutheria.

As suggested by many authors (e.g., Cao et al., 2000a;

Waddell et al., 2001; but see Simmons et al., 2002)

phylogenetic inference may be more robust to non-sta-

tionarity when amino acids are used rather than all three

codon positions of DNA. However, the treeness/RCV

values in Fig. 3 do not support this when PTN3 is ex-

cluded. v2 Tests for compositional non-stationarity (in-
cluding those of this study; Table 2) do give the

impression that PTNaa is less affected by composition

variability than NT-coded PTN12. However, Table 2

shows that the magnitude of composition variability

among the mammals is higher for the amino acid

treatment than for NT-coded PTN1. Moreover, NT-

coded PTN2 has lower RCV than the amino acid se-

quence, even when Leu, Ile, and Val are lumped together
(PTNfg). The nature of the v2 test tends to buffer against

compositional stationarity being rejected for amino acid

data; many of the amino acids contribute only a small

proportion of the characters but elevate the degrees of

freedom. Examination of amino acid composition data

for vertebrate mt proteins provided in Penny et al.

(1999) show this. Preliminary examination of amino acid

frequencies in our dataset is consistent with a growing
body of evidence (Foster and Hickey, 1999; Schmitz

et al., 2002; Singer and Hickey, 2000) that amino acid

compositional variability is largely explained by muta-

tional bias. Among the 18 taxa of this study there is a

strong negative correlation ðr2 ¼ 0:85Þ between the fre-

quency of MIFVYWC (amino acids with a T but no C

at PTN1 or PTN2) and of TAPRQH (amino acids with

a C but no T at PTN1 or PTN2). Strong correlation
between PTN3, PTN12, and RNArt, for the pyrimidine

(T–C) bias further supports the hypothesis that the T–C

bias largely derives from an underlying mutation bias.

Reyes et al. (1998a) found two major mutation biases

in mammalian whole mt-genomes, G–A, and T–C (both

with respect to the L-strand) and suggested these re-

sulted during replication from spontaneous deamination
on the H-strand of cytosine to uracil, and adenine to
hypoxanthine. As with human mtDNA (Tanaka and

Ozawa, 1994), the former deamination occurred at a

somewhat higher rate than the latter. The higher cyto-

sine deamination would explain the low representation

of guanine on the L-strand (which codes for the mt

proteins except for NADH6). Guanine averages 4% at

PTN3 among the mammals included in this study, see

also Ota and Penny (2003). This helps explain the rela-
tively low purine (A–G) bias. Most of the guanine that is

free to vary has been lost and, furthermore, only limited

variability can be built upon the low remaining fre-

quency of guanine. In contrast, if H-strand deamination

of adenine is the major mutation affecting the relative

frequency of cytosine and thymine on the L-strand, then

this process (or its proofreading correction) must differ

considerably across the tree. For example, the T:C fre-
quency ratio at PTN3 is 1.61 for the opossum, compared

to 0.37 for the hippopotamus. The finding that variation

in the frequencies of pyrimidines is the dominant bias in

mt protein-coding and RNA-coding genes is consistent

with previous studies (e.g., Phillips et al., 2001; Reyes

et al., 1998b; Springer and Douzery, 1996).

The importance of pyrimidine bias invalidates the

conclusion that the main compositional bias is GC
content (Sueoka, 1962, 1995; see also Moores and

Holmes, 2000 for discussion). This assumption has re-

sulted in studies of directional mutation pressure fo-

cusing on the relationship between GC content and

codon usage, even for mt-genomes (e.g., Foster et al.,

1997; Schmitz et al., 2002). Furthermore, the non-ho-

mogenous ML (NHML) of Galtier and Gouy (1998)

allows only for GC/AT bias and relies on the assump-
tion that the equilibrium frequency of A ¼ T and

G ¼ C. In fact, for PTN12+RNArt, A, and T (or G

and C) covary little between the taxa, the respective r2

values being 0.28 and 0.33. Instead, strong negative

correlations exist between the frequencies of T and C

ðr2 ¼ 0:96Þ and A and G ðr2 ¼ 0:94Þ. These are consis-

tent with transitions dominating substitution among mt

genes (e.g., Springer and Douzery, 1996; Yang, 1996), as
well as with the more general assertion of Reyes et al.

(1998a) that adenine and cytosine deaminations are the

major mutations that bias mt nucleotide composition.

LogDet distances (see Lockhart et al., 1994) do not

assume compositional stationarity between any of the

base frequencies. It is interesting that these did not

recover the putatively correct tree (Theria) for the NT-

coded data, with the results (Fig. 6a) being almost the
same as those for Tamura–Nei distances (which assume

stationarity). Lockhart et al. (1996) cautioned that

removal of invariant sites may be required to effectively

correct for composition variability. By doing this,

Haddrath and Baker (2001) recovered a bird phylogeny

that contradicted composition bias. However, other

authors (e.g., Tarrio et al., 2001; Waddell et al., 1999)
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have questioned the ability of LogDet as currently
implemented to correct non-stationarity when strong

rate variation exists among variable sites (more slowly-

evolving sites may hide non-stationarity at the faster-

evolving sites). ML estimates of the gamma shape

parameter ðaÞ indicated that, even with constant sites

removed, there is strong rate heterogeneity among sites

in both the RNArt and PTN12 datasets. However,

RY-coding will counter biases within pyrimidines and
within purines. This is because transitions are ‘‘invisi-

ble’’ to RY-coding and it does not distinguish between

the four transversion categories.

If the principle compositional bias among DNA se-

quences involves the relative frequency of purines (R) vs.

pyrimidines (Y), RY-coding may be no more (if not less)

reliable than either NT-coding or amino acids. It is

likely that loss of information from transitions and not
distinguishing transversion categories will be a more

usual drawback of RY-coding. Currently this is not

evident at deep taxonomic levels with whole mt-

genomes. RY-coded PTN12 recovers all relationships in

this dataset with similar or greater efficiency than NT-

coding, or use of PTNaa. RY-coding may be less useful

where transitions are less saturated such as at shallower

taxonomic levels, or between nuclear sequences. Other
relationships for which mt data have provided results

that contradict the majority of nuclear and morpho-

logical data include the placements of the hedgehog

(Cao et al., 2000a; Mouchaty et al., 2000), tarsier

(Schmitz et al., 2002), and perching birds (H€aarlid and

Arnason, 1999; Mindell et al., 1999).

Another issue is the nature of the amino acid com-

positional bias and its relationship with the nucleotide
frequency bias. The present study indicates that bias

relative to signal retention (inferred from treeness/ RCV)

is no less for amino acid than for NT-coded PTN12 data.

The strong negative correlation between the frequency of

amino acids coded for by T-rich PTN12 codons and the

C-rich codons is evidence for the inter-dependence of the

aa and DNA biases. Whether PTNaa should provide

more reliable phylogeny reconstruction than NT-coded
PTN12 is unimportant here, both support Marsupionta.

That distance analyses from nucleotide frequency data

show that composition (pyrimidine) bias strongly favors

Marsupionta (Table 3) is a warning about the NT-coded

DNA and PTNaa results. Lower composition variability

and higher phylogenetic signal retention should result in

phylogeny reconstruction with RY-coding being less

susceptible to the effects of non-stationarity.

4.3. Partitioned likelihood

Table 4 shows that partitioning into RNA stems,

RNA loops, and 5 protein partitions for each of PTN1

and PTN2 reduced� ln L scores by between 3.1 and 5.7%

for PTN12+RNArt (depending on coding and whether
rate heterogeneity was incorporated in the models). This
‘‘partitioning advantage’’ is slightly less than that found

by Amrine and Springer (1999) when all substitution

parameters varied between partitions (�5.8–7.2%). This

indicates less heterogeneity in substitution processes be-

tween the partitions in the current study, probably be-

cause we excluded third codon positions. Akaike

Information Criterion (AIC) scores indicate that parti-

tioning the likelihood analyses significantly improved the
fit between the data and both NT-coding and RY-coding

models. One result does caution against assuming that a

better AIC score necessarily means that a result is more

reliable. Incorporation of rate variation across sites

ðI þ C8Þ provides a much better fitting model than does

partitioning, with both TN93 and CF87. However, as

shown in Fig. 6, it is partitioning (c and g) rather than

I þ C8 (b and f) that allows recovery of the tree (Theria)
favored by the models with the overall best fit (parti-

tioning and I þ C8; d and h).

Fig. 4 reveals considerable variability in the proportion

of constant sites and base frequencies between different

proteins and between RNA stems and loops. Differences

between first and second codon positions are even more

marked, while relative branch-lengths also differ substan-

tially between partitions (data not shown). Substantial
differences in base frequencies, relative branch-length es-

timation, relative rates across substitution types and rate

heterogeneity among sites all justify the partitioning. The

partitioning analysis adds considerable weight to the

Theria hypothesis, which is favored in all of the parti-

tioned analyses (Fig. 5). Because partitioning, with both

NT and RY-coding, increases the signal for Theria rela-

tive to Marsupionta, non-homogeneity of substitutions
between the PTN12+RNArt partitions apparently pro-

vides a signal favoring Marsupionta. Whether or not

different trees are favored, partitioning substantially

influences the distribution of phylogenetic signal between

hypotheses in a number of likelihood and distance

analyses (e.g., Cao et al., 2000b; Caterino et al., 2001;

Krajewski et al., 2000). Themechanisms of the biases have

not been elaborated on, except to say that analyses of
concatenated sequences do not account for heterogeneity

in substitution processes, and that the advantage differs

by both the partitioning scheme (DeBry, 1999) and the

parameters being partitioned (Yang, 1996). As noted by

DeBry (1999), the development of comprehensive struc-

tural models for the mt protein-coding genes is crucial for

partitioning the data. The five protein gene-based parti-

tions used in this study only act as surrogates for struc-
ture-based differences in substitution processes.
5. Conclusions

The present finding is that with more conservative

treatment (RY-coding), and better fitting ML models
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(partitioned likelihood), the mt data favors Theria. The
highly conserved nature of an indel between the accep-

tor and D arms of the tRNA-Serine (UCN) further

supports this. Springer et al. (2001) were, without ex-

plaining the conflicting signals, critical of the use of mt

data for inferring deep-level relationships among mam-

mals. However, mt sequences have some valuable

properties, such as confidence in orthology, lack of re-

combination, and ease of collection from a broad range
of organisms. It is important to ascertain whether ML

model partitioning for RY-coded data will more gen-

erally increase the reliability with which deep-level

phylogenies can be reconstructed.

Despite the conclusion that mt data favors Theria,

the current study provides some vindication for sup-

porters of Marsupionta (Gregory, 1947; Janke et al.,

1996, 2002; K€uuhne, 1973) and others who argued
against the orthodoxy of monotremes being far removed

from the therian crown group. An auxiliary aim

(detailed elsewhere, Phillips, 2002) was to estimate di-

vergence dates between the mammalian sub-classes,

from the ML tree that was derived from the RY-coded

PTN12+RNArt dataset. The monotreme/therian di-

vergence estimate of �160–180 million years before

present is not controversial (see Kielan-Jaworowska
et al., 2002; Rowe, 1993), but it was inferred that

monotremes diverged from therians only 10–20 million

years before marsupials and placentals split. Such a

close relationship between monotremes and therians is

consistent with recent questioning of some of the ‘‘text

book’’ therian synapomorphies, such as oviparity (Zel-

ler, 1999), tribosphenic (shearing and grinding) molars

(see Lou et al., 2001) and a highly mobile shoulder girdle
(Ji et al., 1999). However, further sequencing of nuclear

genes from monotremes and non-mammals is desirable,

to provide independent confirmation of our current

conclusion that monotremes are closely related to mar-

supials and placentals; intermediate between the classic

morphological hypothesis of monotremes being a very

ancient divergence, and the Marsupionta hypothesis.
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